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Towards Robotic Process Automation implementation: 

An end-to-end perspective  

Abstract 
Purpose - Robotic Process Automation (RPA) seeks to automate business processes, using software robots that interact 

with systems through their user interface, improving efficiency and reducing costs. However, some critical steps, such as 

identifying processes suitable for RPA automation, can have a tremendous impact in organizations if a wrong process is 

selected. Therefore, this research provides an approach for analyzing RPA development in business organizations. 

Design/methodology/approach - This research presents a cohesive literature review about RPA, in order to identify RPA 

main concepts, which should be reported and considered in all RPA case studies. A model connecting the main elicited 

RPA concepts is presented as well as its evaluation and applicability grounded of past RPA case study (CS) analysis, using 

Design Science Research (DSR). 

Findings - The results from this research show that most of the RPA main concepts gathered in the Literature Review are 

not reported in the selected RPA CSs. 

Originality/value - As RPA is a recent topic, literature lacks a synthetization of RPA main topics. This research aims to 

fill the gap on that, by identifying and synthesize the main topics related to RPA and proposing a model that connects the 

main RPA concepts, which can be used by researchers as a schema for conducting and writing RPA case studies. 

Keywords Robotic Process Automation, Process Automation, Business Process Management, Data Science 

Paper Type Research Paper 

1 Introduction 

The Robots Revolution is on the rise. After the revolution that Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) created, a new term is going to revolutionize the workplace: Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA) (Anagnoste, 2017). 

This type of automation aims to automate business processes with the goal of improving efficiency while 

cutting costs (Cewe et al., 2017), by reducing the time humans spend dealing with Information Systems (IS), 

doing repetitive tasks, such as typing, extracting, coping and moving huge amounts of data from one system to 

another system, meaning that these structured and manual tasks can be done by a robot, so that the workers can 

dedicate their time and effort to tasks that add more value (Aguirre and Rodriguez, 2017).  Robots execute 

repetitive tasks by using Graphical User Interface (GUI) adaptors instead of Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs) (Cewe et al., 2017), without changing the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure 

(Mindfields, 2015), meaning that the robot does repetitive tasks that used to be done by humans faster and cost 

efficient. 

This research paper presents an approach for analyzing RPA development and application in business 

organizations and industries. Business units (BUs) spend a lot of time trying to improve business processes 

(BPs). Sometimes when IT cannot handle the requests from the BUs to modify an existing application or create 

custom applications, the BU must improvise (Slaby, 2012). However, by improvising data in these spreadsheets, 

it is not integrated into the used IT systems in the company, can be prone to error and have security 

vulnerabilities. Using RPA, no expensive integration with systems is required (Mindfields, 2015) and the 

automation of BPs can be done by the BUs (Lacity et al., 2016), without hiring offshore Full-time Equivalents 

(FTEs) (Slaby, 2012), with the advantage of being more familiar with the processes than the IT teams.   

RPA is being increasingly adopted in companies, being used in multiple areas, such as human resources 

(Hallikainen et al., 2018), IT (Khramov, 2018) and insurance (Lacity and Willcocks, 2017). To illustrate this 

increasing adoption of RPA in companies, Forrester predicted that “by 2021, there will be more than 4 million 

robots doing office and administrative work as well as sales and related tasks” and that “RPA market will reach 

$2.9 billion by 2021 from $250 million in 2016” (Le Clair, 2018). These statistics show that the interest and 

adoption of RPA will continue to increase. 

Despite this increase of adoption of RPA in companies and its benefits, it is important to establish guidelines 

in order to successfully implement RPA in organizations. One of the most important challenges is identifying 

processes suitable for RPA automation (Leopold et al., 2018). Selecting the right process is critical 
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(Sigurðardóttir, 2018), as automating a wrong process increases the inefficiency and failure speed (Gadre et al., 

2017). In order to select the right process, it is necessary to establish criteria to determine if a process is suited 

for RPA. 
As RPA is a recent topic, literature lacks a synthetization of the main topics related to RPA. Therefore, the 

purpose of this research is to gather RPA main topics, such as the benefits of using RPA, criteria to decide 

whether a process is suitable for this type of automation, among others, using these topics to develop a model 

on the relationship between RPA main topics, which can be used for researchers as a schema for conducting 

and writing RPA case studies (CSs). The research methodology followed in this research is the Design Science 

Research (DSR). To evaluate the proposed model, the authors selected five CSs identified in the literature to 

verify if the RPA main topics are present. At the end, gaps in current research are also identified, suggesting 

opportunities for future research, being useful for researchers that are interested in this topic, that want to find 

the existing knowledge about it and explore gaps related to RPA. 

The remainder of this research is structured as follows. It starts with the Research Methodology section, 

followed by a Literature Review of RPA in terms of its benefits, disadvantages, suitable processes criteria and 

future challenges and opportunities. The literature review includes a comparative analysis between RPA and 

Business Process Management and depicts about how RPA relates with data science research. After that, a 

model on the relations between RPA related topics is shown, followed by an evaluation on which RPA related 

topics are in RPA CSs selected, along with a discussion about the findings. Finally, the last section provides 

conclusions, including directions for future research. 

2 Research Methodology 

The research methodology used in this research is the DSR. The interest in DSR started to grow in the 1990s 

(Peffers et al., 2007), when three papers (March and Smith, 1995; Nunamaker and Chen, 1990; Walls et al., 

1992) introduced this methodology, having its roots in engineering (Simon, 1996). In contrast to behavioral 

research, which deals with the justification and development of theories, explaining or predicting phenomena 

associated to a business need, DSR deals with building and evaluating artifacts that are designed to fit a business 

need (Hevner et al., 2004), aiming at the “utility” (building and evaluating means-ends relations) instead of  

“truth” (explore and validate cause-effect relations) (Winter, 2008), building a “to-be” conception and then 

according to the defined model building the system, having in consideration restrictions and limitations (Österle 

et al., 2011). 

This research seeks to build and evaluate artifacts. These artifacts include constructs, models, methods and 

instantiations. Constructs provide the vocabulary to define and communicate problems and solutions (Schon, 

1984). Models use constructs to represent a problem (March and Storey, 2008), expressing relationships 

between constructs (March and Smith, 1995). Methods provide direction on how to solve problems (Winter, 

2008), being a set of steps used to solve a problem (March and Smith, 1995). Instantiations are implementations 

of constructs, models or methods in a working system (Hevner et al., 2004). Based on these four artifacts, we 

will focus on constructs, which will be RPA related concepts found in literature, and a model representing the 

main concepts around RPA and their relationships. 

As suggested by (March and Smith, 1995),  the applied research methodology is divided in two processes, 

build (process of construction of an artifact) and evaluate (determine how well the artifact behaves). The build 

process is divided in two steps whereas the evaluation process is composed by only one (Table 1). 

Table 1. Research Methodology 

Build Evaluate 

Constructs Definition 

- RPA Related Concepts 

Model Construction 

- RPA conceptual model based on the 

constructs 

Evaluation 

- RPA CS analysis and evaluation 

 

In this research, the artifacts were evaluated by selecting five CSs identified in the literature to verify if the 

RPA main topics are present. 

The research process can be explained by the diagram represented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  Research Process 

In order to elicit constructs and use them to build our model on the relationship between RPA main concepts, 

it is essential to review relevant literature about RPA. The approach used in this research follows the concept-

centric approach proposed by Webster and Watson (Webster and Watson, 2002). 

3 Literature Review 

As RPA is a recent and an unexplored area in terms of literature, performing a Literature Review is adequate, 

because it can identify any gaps in the existing research in RPA to suggest areas for future research, can 

summarize the existing knowledge about a RPA and can provide a framework to position new research areas 

(Kitchenham, 2004). Plus, this research follows a concept-centric approach proposed by Webster and Watson 

(Webster and Watson, 2002), as the review is guided by concepts, presented and discussed grounded on most 

relevant concepts related with RPA. 

To elaborate this Literature Review, we started by searching studies about in major databases, such as 

Springer, IEEE, ACM, Google Scholar and ResearchGate between June and October. The papers were collected 

based on their title, keywords and abstract. The results are represented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Number of papers collected by database and keyword 

Database Keyword Number of papers collected 

Springer Robotic Process Automation 7 

Robotic Process Automation RPA 0 

Process Automation 0 

Google Scholar Robotic Process Automation 12 

Robotic Process Automation RPA 34 

Process Automation 0 

IEEE Robotic Process Automation 2 

Robotic Process Automation RPA 3 

Process Automation 0 

ACM Robotic Process Automation 2 

Robotic Process Automation RPA 0 

Process Automation 1 

ResearchGate Robotic Process Automation 4 

Robotic Process Automation RPA 0 

Process Automation 0 

 

Then, the findings were narrowed down according to the following criteria:  

• Papers that address specifically RPA; 

• Papers published in English; 

• Papers electronically available on the internet. 
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To resume the search strategy applied, Figure 2 presents the process for paper selection. 

 

 
Figure 2. Paper selection strategy 

 

As far as the authors could understand from the research performed, RPA research is a very recent topic and 

few researches exist, as can be seen in Figure 3. Nevertheless, one can see that the interest in RPA has been 

growing. 

 

Figure 3. Evolution of papers about RPA 

Based on Figure 3, from 2017 on, the number of papers about RPA have grown rapidly. The tendency for 

the end of 2018 is to increase the number of RPA papers, as the number of papers from 2018 searched is from 

January to October. 

In terms of Google searches, the number of searches about RPA has been increasing, as can be seen in Figure 

4. 

 

Figure 4. Interest in RPA in terms of Google searches (retrieved from Google Trends) 

From the end of 2016 on, the number of searches about RPA has rapidly increased and simultaneously the 

number of papers about RPA also increased, which demonstrates the increasing importance of RPA. 

3.1 RPA overview 

RPA can be defined as “the concept of using a software platform of virtual robots to manipulate existing 

application software in the same way that a human does to a process or transaction” (Suri et al., 2017). This 

means that RPA uses robots to imitate repetitive tasks that humans have to perform. These robots are not 

physical robots, but software robots, meaning that a robot equals one software license (Lacity et al., 2016). 

Search 
Strategy

Identify relevant 
papers

Result = 64

Apply criteria

Result = 30
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To interact with multiple systems like a human would do, robots use GUI automation adaptors instead of 

APIs, as used in traditional automation (Cewe et al., 2017), without changing the IT infrastructure, meaning 

that robots can interact with elements on the screen via front-end, just like a human. 

RPA is used in almost every industry, such as insurance (Lacity and Willcocks, 2017), human resources 

(Hallikainen et al., 2018) and IT (Khramov, 2018). This type of automation is suited for “swivel chair” 

processes, where workers take inputs from many systems, process them and then add the processed inputs to 

other systems, like ERP and CRM (Lacity et al., 2016). Among the most performed tasks by robots are filling 

forms, logging into many systems, monitoring events, performing checks, sending emails and extracting data 

from many file types (Anagnoste, 2017). 

To automate processes, there are many RPA vendors, such as UiPath, Automation Anywhere and Blue Prism 

(Anagnoste, 2018). These vendors offer different features and some of them can be connected to other tools to 

add more functionalities of Process Mining, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (Tornbohm and 

Dunie, 2017). 

Plus, effective data analysis and knowledge management practices in organizations are focused on 

knowledge creation and knowledge transfer activities. Business intelligence and competencies matter in the 

organizational workplace and enable organizations to become more intelligent, productive and innovative 

(Vasconcelos and Rocha, 2018). In this context, RPA is a leading process technology and research issue in 

today’s organizations and industries.  

Corporations and businesses apply process automation to optimize operations and costs and maximize human 

resources actions and results. Therefore, since RPA addresses the automation of rule-based routine tasks using 

intelligent algorithms, some authors are already applying artificial intelligence and machine learning 

technologies to create software solutions that can understand user behavior and automate their tasks (Khramov, 

2018). 

3.2 Differences between RPA and Business Process Management (BPM) 

Despite RPA being a kind of BPM (Aalst et al., 2018; Cewe et al., 2017), it is important to distinguish BPM 

from RPA.  RPA does not replace BPM, but complements it (Lacity et al., 2016), as each is suited to automate 

a certain type of business process. Table 3 presents the differences between BPM and RPA according to the 

literature. 

The business goal of BPM is to reengineer processes (Forrester, 2014; Lacity et al., 2016). Once the process 

is reengineered, it is necessary to create a new application, as BPM interacts with other applications using APIs 

and interacting with the business logic and data access layers. RPA, on the other hand, has the goal to automate 

existing processes (Lacity et al., 2016), processes that are already defined and performed by humans, using a 

robot to replace them. RPA integrates with systems through the user interface, not requiring the creation of a 

new application to integrate with these systems, with the advantage of not requiring expensive integrations. By 

interacting with the user interface through the presentation layer, it does not change the logic of underlying 

systems and does not store transactional data (Lacity et al., 2016; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015). 

As RPA interacts via front-end, it can be described as lightweight IT, whereas BPM can be described as 

heavyweight IT. Heavyweight IT can be described as back-end software that is IT owned, whereas lightweight 

IT can be described as front-end software owned outside IT (Sigurðardóttir, 2018).  

BPM development may require integration with IT systems, such as ERP and CRM (Mindfields, 2015). As 

BPM integrates with these systems, it takes a long time to implement, therefore being best suited for processes 

that require expertise from IT and investments with high value (Suri et al., 2017). As BPM is IT owned, the 

automation development is done by programmers, requiring programming skills (Cewe et al., 2017; Khramov, 

2018; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015). On the other hand, RPA is business owned and the development is made 

by the BU (Lacity et al., 2016),  being suitable for processes that require business and process expertise (Lacity 

et al., 2016; Suri et al., 2017). Despite not having as much programming skills as programmers, it is not 

necessary as RPA software uses drag and drop  (Lacity and Willcocks, 2015). Because all interactions with the 

applications are done through the user interface (Cewe et al., 2017), no complex integration is required and no 

change in IT infrastructure is needed, with the advantage of having a lower cost and fast development times 

(Mindfields, 2015). 
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Table 3. Differences between BPM and RPA 

Domain BPM RPA 

Business goal 
Process reengineering (Forrester, 2014; 

Lacity et al., 2016) 

Automation of existing processes (Lacity et 

al., 2016) 

Application 

Creation of a new application (Forrester, 

2014; Khramov, 2018; Lacity et al., 

2016; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015) 

Use of existing applications (Aguirre and 

Rodriguez, 2017; Lacity et al., 2016) 

Integration 

Method 

Interacts with business logic and data 

access layers (Khramov, 2018; Lacity et 

al., 2016; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015) 

Interacts with systems through the 

presentation layer (Aguirre and Rodriguez, 

2017; Lacity et al., 2016; Lacity and 

Willcocks, 2015) 

Process 

Suitability 

Best suited for processes requiring IT 

expertise on high-valued IT investments 

(Suri et al., 2017) 

Suitable for processes that require business 

and process expertise (Lacity et al., 2016; 

Suri et al., 2017) 

Programming 

Requirements 

Requires programming skills (Cewe et 

al., 2017; Khramov, 2018; Lacity and 

Willcocks, 2015) 

Does not require programming skills 

(Aguirre and Rodriguez, 2017; Khramov, 

2018; Lacity et al., 2016) 

Development 

Responsibility 

Development by programmers (Lacity et 

al., 2016; Suri et al., 2017) 

Development by the business unit (Lacity et 

al., 2016) 

Development 

Times 

Long development times (Mindfields, 

2015) 

Fast development times – no complex 

integration required (Mindfields, 2015) 

 

 

3.3 RPA Benefits 

When implemented in a right manner, RPA can have multiple advantages. After analyzing the literature, the 

authors have synthesized and summarized the main RPA benefits, described in Table 4. A more detailed and 

critical analysis of each elicited benefit is also presented in this section. 

One of biggest advantages and the reason why companies are starting to use this technology massively is 

because of the fact that robots can work 24/7, replacing the work of 1.7 humans (Slaby, 2012), cutting entry 

costs to 70% (Anagnoste, 2017), therefore allowing FTE savings (Lacity and Willcocks, 2015; Suri et al., 2017; 

Tran and Ho Tran Minh, 2018). By replacing humans with robots to do repetitive work, allows workers to focus 

on more important tasks that involve problem solving and exception handling, improving job satisfaction and 

employee retention (Slaby, 2012). It can also create new jobs such as robot management, consulting and 

sophisticated data analytics (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016) and reduce the dependence on offshore FTEs, using 

it to hire new FTEs (Slaby, 2012). To highlight this, an offshore FTE that costs $30000 can be replaced by a 

robot that can cost $15000 (Slaby, 2012). 

Compared to humans, robots make less errors and work faster with more quality, therefore being more 

productive (Alberth and Mattern, 2017) and having a faster ROI (Lacity and Willcocks, 2017; Suri et al., 2017). 

This improves customer service, as customers are more satisfied with the job done by robots. 

As robots interact with the application user interface, they can integrate with every software, unconcerned 

of the openness to third party integration (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016). Because the robot interacts with the 

user interface, the applications are not modified, having more security (Suri et al., 2017). This means that they 

can deploy new functionalities faster than other IT solutions that use APIs to integrate with systems, being 

implemented in 2-4 weeks, rather than months or years (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016).   

Robots can also adapt to service demand, being scalable, resizing fast without investing too much in 

development (Tran and Ho Tran Minh, 2018) and also can re-use components to help automating other tasks 

(Slaby, 2012).  
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Table 4. RPA Benefits 

Benefit References 

Can work 24/7 every day 
(Alberth and Mattern, 2017; Anagnoste, 2017; Lacity and 

Willcocks, 2015, 2017; Slaby, 2012; Tran and Ho Tran Minh, 2018) 

Highly scalable/extensible/reusable solutions 

to meet peaks in service demand 

(Lacity and Willcocks, 2015, 2017; Slaby, 2012; Suri et al., 2017; 

Tran and Ho Tran Minh, 2018; Vishnu et al., 2017) 

Performs tasks faster 
(Lacity and Willcocks, 2015, 2017; Slaby, 2012; Suri et al., 2017; 

Vishnu et al., 2017) 

Less errors and consistent quality 
(Alberth and Mattern, 2017; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015; Suri et al., 

2017; Tran and Ho Tran Minh, 2018) 

Allows employees to focus on more 

important tasks 

(Lacity and Willcocks, 2015; Slaby, 2012; Suri et al., 2017; Tran 

and Ho Tran Minh, 2018) 

FTE savings 
(Lacity and Willcocks, 2015; Suri et al., 2017; Tran and Ho Tran 

Minh, 2018) 

Deploys new functionalities faster than other 

IT solutions 
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015) 

Integrates with systems through the 

application user interface  
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Lacity et al., 2016) 

Fast Return on Investment (ROI) (Lacity and Willcocks, 2017; Suri et al., 2017) 

More productivity (Alberth and Mattern, 2017) 

 

3.4 RPA Disadvantages 

Not only benefits are reported by the literature. It is also pointed some RPA disadvantages that companies 

must have into account when adopting RPA to automate processes. These disadvantages are synthesized and 

summarized in Table 5 and a more detailed analysis is presented further ahead. 

One of the main disadvantages is that RPA is only suited for processes that are rule-based, because it is 

executed by a robot that lacks cognitive skills, needing rules in order to successfully execute its tasks. If the 

process contains a lot of exceptions, it must be handed to workers, increasing process complexity, as robot and 

human must be synchronized in order execute the tasks sequentially without any mistakes. 

Table 5. RPA Disadvantages 

Disadvantage References 

Only suitable for processes that include rule-based tasks 
(Alberth and Mattern, 2017; 

Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016) 

May be a temporary solution, which automates manual processes based on legacy IT 

systems 
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016) 

Increased process complexity when a part of the process still needs to be serviced by 

human workers 
(Alberth and Mattern, 2017) 

Creation of new tasks for the workers, as robots need to be supervised (Alberth and Mattern, 2017) 

 

As robots need to be supervised, there will be created new tasks for the workers to monitor the robot and 

guarantee that the outcomes of the execution are correct, which can reduce their time to execute tasks that add 

more value. 

RPA can be a temporary solution to automate processes based on legacy systems, but in the long term it may 

be more appropriate to scrap the legacy system and build a new system (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016).  
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3.5 RPA Suitable Processes Criteria 

A critical information that may influence the success of the RPA implementation is the appropriateness of 

the process to be automated. It is important for organizations to know if a process is suitable for RPA 

implementation. Therefore, the authors have looked in the literature for main criteria that a process must fulfill 

to be successfully automated (Table 6). The degree of the alignment between the process and the criteria is not 

in the scope of this research. It is not the authors goal to argue that a process should fulfill all, half or just one 

criteria to be successfully automated. That should be further explored in future researches. 

A more detailed description of each elicited criteria is also present in this section so readers can better 

understand the boundaries of each criteria according to the literature. 

First, it is important that the process can be decomposed into unambiguous rules, as RPA is only suited for 

rule-based tasks. Standardize the process before automating is also necessary because the more standardized 

the process is, the fewer exceptions happen (Lintukangas, 2017). Having not many exceptions to handle is a 

key factor, because having a lot of exceptions makes it time-consuming for the robot to automate (Slaby, 2012). 

Then, it is also important that the process is mature because a mature process can be easily measured, 

documented and stable, with a better current cost awareness.  

Voluminous transactions are suitable for RPA automation because high volume (amount of repetition or time 

to complete the task) is considered as an opportunity for cost reduction (Lintukangas, 2017). Also, if the tasks 

are repeated often, it means that can be done by robots faster and with less errors. 

Frequent interactions with multiple systems is also a good candidate for automation, as RPA interacts with 

systems through the presentation layer, whereas doing the same thing with traditional automation would be 

more expensive and time-consuming. Another important feature is interacting with stable systems that do not 

change very often, so that the robot can interact with the interface without throwing exceptions that would be 

costly. A period of 12 to 18 months with no changes in the systems is excellent (Slaby, 2012). 

Table 6. RPA Suitable Process Criteria 

Criteria References 

Voluminous transactions 

(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; Kasslin, 2017; 

Kyheröinen, 2018; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015, 2017; 

Lintukangas, 2017; Slaby, 2012) 

Frequent interaction with multiple systems 
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; Kasslin, 2017; 

Khramov, 2018; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015, 2017; Slaby, 2012) 

Use of systems with a stable environment 

(Anagnoste, 2017; Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; 

Kasslin, 2017; Khramov, 2018; Lacity and Willcocks, 2015; 

Slaby, 2012) 

Ease of decomposition into unambiguous rules 
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; Khramov, 2018; 

Lacity and Willcocks, 2015; Slaby, 2012) 

No need or limited work intervention 
(Fung, 2014; Lacity and Willcocks, 2017; Lintukangas, 2017; 

Slaby, 2012) 

Limited need to handle exceptions 
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; Lacity and 

Willcocks, 2015; Slaby, 2012) 

Awareness of current costs 
(Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; Lacity and 

Willcocks, 2015; Slaby, 2012) 

Tasks prone to human errors (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Fung, 2014; Khramov, 2018) 

High process maturity 
(Kyheröinen, 2018; Lacity and Willcocks, 2017; Lintukangas, 

2017) 

High level of process standardization 
(Kyheröinen, 2018; Lacity and Willcocks, 2017; Lintukangas, 

2017) 

High quality of data (Anagnoste, 2017; Lintukangas, 2017) 

Low need of cognitive requirements (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Khramov, 2018) 

High availability of digital data (Anagnoste, 2017) 
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Tasks that are prone to human error are suited for automation because it allows the reduction of costs and 

the increase of performance, as robots do less mistakes than humans. Also, tasks with no need or limited need 

for worker intervention and low cognitive requirements are an important aspect, because robots lack analytical 

and creative skills. Without the intervention of humans, the complexity of the process would increase. 

Finally, data is important, in terms of digital availability and quality. To execute the tasks correctly, the data 

must be correct, so that the robot does not make mistakes and must be available digitally, to be accessible to 

the robot. 

3.6 RPA Future Challenges 

Another important aspect to have into account is the challenges that organizations may face during and after 

RPA implementation. Grounded on the literature, there are many challenges (Table 7) that should be addressed, 

so that in the future the adoption and implementation of RPA solutions can be more widespread. This section 

also presents a more detailed description of each challenge. 

One the main challenges is robot maintenance, as user interfaces change more often than the data structures 

behind it (Kasslin, 2017; Stople et al., 2017). When systems change, sometimes the robot must be reconfigured, 

which is costly and time consuming. 

Table 7. RPA Future Challenges 

Challenge References 

Robot maintenance (Kasslin, 2017; Stople et al., 2017) 

Competition between robots and humans (Asatiani and Penttinen, 2016; Suri et al., 2017) 

Can make mistakes faster (Kirchmer, 2017) 

Robot having wide access rights (Kasslin, 2017) 

Unclear division of responsibilities between IT and BUs (Suri et al., 2017) 

Lack of understanding of what RPA means and its application (Suri et al., 2017) 

 

There is also lack of understanding of what RPA means and its application, because the term itself is 

confusing as it suggests that is connected to robotics, but instead, it is related to software robots.  

As there is no human checking before executing a task, the robot can make mistakes faster, not waiting for 

the responses from the applications, like a human would do and not being able to check connection problems, 

performing only a part of its tasks. Also, a robot can have wide access rights to interact with other systems, 

having as many accesses as a super user, which can arise security issues. 

The responsibility of implementing RPA is on the business side, but sometimes there is an unclear division 

between this side and the IT side. This happens because RPA is an IT tool, but at the same time automates 

processes that belong to the business side. 

The last challenge is the impact on employees. Many companies allocate their workers into other tasks, while 

others just replace their workers with robots.  Despite the positive feedback without many job losses, employees 

are still reluctant and see robots as their opponents for a job, which creates tension on the workplace, so it is 

important to address these issues with workers before introducing robots into the workplace (Asatiani and 

Penttinen, 2016). 

3.7 RPA Future Opportunities 

It is not only interesting to explore the benefits, disadvantages, main criteria and challenges but also possible 

opportunities to improve the final results of RPA implementation. The combination of different 

techniques/domains is actually seen as a suitable opportunity. Moreover, it may even solve some of the RPA 

disadvantages aforementioned (Table 5).  There are many opportunities that, if well applied, can leverage the 

adoption of RPA to another level. This section also provides a more detailed description of each opportunity 

found in the literature. 
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The most obvious is the integration with machine learning and artificial intelligence. As RPA is only suited 

for rule-based processes, this integration can help handling with a higher range of BPs, overcoming this 

limitation. There are RPA vendors with Artificial Intelligence (AI) integration. Some of them incorporate their 

own algorithms in their software, such as WorkFusion and Pegasystems, while others (e.g. Blue Prism and 

Kryon) link to other platforms, such as IBM Watson or Microsoft Azure ML (Le Clair et al., 2017). There will 

also be an integration with text mining, enhancing the value of RPA by being able to handle with unstructured 

content and extract features like intentions and sentiments (Le Clair, 2018).  

Table 8. RPA Future Opportunities 

Opportunity References 

Integration with Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence 
(Aalst et al., 2018; Anagnoste, 2017; Khramov, 2018; Le 

Clair et al., 2017; Tornbohm and Dunie, 2017) 

Integration with Analytics (Anagnoste, 2017; Le Clair, 2018; Le Clair et al., 2017) 

Integration with Process Mining (Aalst et al., 2018; Tornbohm and Dunie, 2017) 

Integration with Text Mining (Le Clair, 2018) 

 

Also, analytics with RPA can be advantageous, because robots will be able to use data and also interpret it 

like humans would do, detecting patterns faster and without making mistakes. By analyzing data, RPA 

combined with process mining can detect processes suited for automation. There are already collaborations 

between process mining and RPA vendors, such as UiPath and Celonis, to select processes and then build robots 

driven by the selected processes (Aalst et al., 2018). 

4 Proposal - RPA Conceptual Model 

A conceptual model provides a scheme with the relationship between major concepts (Järvelin and Wilson, 

2003), facilitating the representation of knowledge in a non-ambiguous form (Schermann et al., 2009). Plus, 

conceptual models can be used to guide research by systematizing knowledge and  mapping a fraction of reality 

(Bunge, 1967), therefore being appropriate for representing the main concepts around RPA and their 

relationships, as represented in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. RPA Conceptual Model 

 

To successfully conducting RPA CS, there are several factors that must be considered. In (Kyheröinen, 

2018), the success factors in RPA implementations were identified, such as communication, change 

management, top management support, clear goals, business process re-engineering and user satisfaction. In 

addition to these success factors, there is a need of understanding conceptually what RPA is, what are its 

advantages, disadvantages, suitable process criteria, challenges and opportunities, as there is a lack of 

understanding of what RPA means and its application (Suri et al., 2017), in order to successfully conduct a CS. 

These concepts provide information that may be critical for implementation success and despite being 

theoretical, can be observed and applied in RPA implementations. 

 These concepts can be incorporated in a roadmap for RPA implementation. The steps for a successful RPA 

implementation were identified in (Sigurðardóttir, 2018). First, it is necessary to identify the business problem, 

challenges and tasks that are repetitive. Then, trying to find out if RPA is the right solution by assessing the 
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processes, choosing the ones that are suited by establishing criteria to assess if the processes are suited for RPA 

automation. After that, design and implementation take place, followed by testing and evaluation in terms of 

FTEs, error rate, ROI, user satisfaction and automation potential.  

These steps can be mapped into the following concepts: “Strategic Goals”, “Process Assessment” and 

“Tactical Evaluation”.  

The first step, “Strategic Goals”, is establishing automation objectives, which are aligned with the company 

goals. Establishing objectives is important, because it guides the process and gives motivation to successfully 

automate a process, helping to evaluate the performance by measuring if the objectives are achieved. These 

goals must have into account the benefits of using RPA (1), as knowing what the benefits are may help to 

understand what advantages the automation may bring. Knowing what the disadvantages (2) are may help to 

know the limitations of RPA automation, avoiding establishing unrealistic and unattainable objectives. Future 

challenges (3) must also be considered in order to set appropriate goals, having in mind a long-term perspective 

with actions to address these challenges. 

After establishing goals, it is necessary to assess the process (4), by selecting the right processes. Selecting 

a bad process may have a major impact, in terms of costs, resources and efficiency. When the process 

characteristics are identified, the disadvantages identified in the literature must be considered (5), in order to 

avoid automating a process that contains a low number of rules, for instance, which is one the disadvantages 

identified in the literature. Future challenges (6) is one of the factors that influence the assessment of a process, 

as picking a process that interacts with many systems that change very often, for instance, may require a lot of 

maintenance, which is one of the future challenges identified. Considering disadvantages and future challenges 

of RPA is important when assessing a process but having criteria to select a process (7) is critical, as having a 

checklist with the features that a process should have can help identifying the most suited process. If a process 

fulfills most of the criteria identified in the literature, then there is more certainty about being the most suited 

process for RPA automation. 

After picking the most suited process, there should be a tactical evaluation on how to implement RPA 

automation (8). According to the characteristics of the process, an integration with other technologies may be 

required, taking advantage of RPA future opportunities (9), in order to overcome the limitations and 

disadvantages of RPA (10). As an example, identifying that a process needs integration with machine learning 

will help overcome some of the RPA disadvantages identified in the literature, such as RPA being suited for 

process that only include rule-based tasks. 

 This conceptual model can be used for researchers as a schema for conducting and writing RPA CSs. 

 

5 Evaluation 

To illustrate the application of our proposal, the authors selected five RPA CS articles from 

journals/conferences (Aguirre and Rodriguez, 2017; Hallikainen et al., 2018; Khramov, 2018; Lacity et al., 

2016; Lacity and Willcocks, 2017). Our goal is not to propose a critical evaluation of the quality of the research 

contributions, but shed some light on our proposal. This kind of evaluation has been applied in other studies 

(Hevner et al., 2004; Pereira et al., 2013). The CSs analysis can be seen in Table 9. 

 

6 Discussion 

In terms of benefits reported, all the CSs reported that the tasks performed by the robot are being executed 

faster than when manually. Two CSs refer that the automated process has less errors than before and that the 

productivity has increased. There are probably more benefits of the automation of processes with RPA in these 

CSs, but there were not present or clear. Comparing with the benefits gathered in the Literature Review, 70% 

were present in the CSs, which shows that the benefits gathered in the Literature Review are reflected in CSs. 
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Table 9. RPA Case Studies Analysis 

Paper Benefits Disadvantages Process Criteria Future  

Challenges 

Future  

Opportunities 

(Khramov, 2018) More productivity 

Performs tasks faster 

Allows employees to 

focus on more 

important tasks 

Not present Voluminous 

transactions 

Tasks prone to 

human errors 

Ease of 

decomposition into 

unambiguous rules 

Not present Integration with  

Machine Learning 

(Aguirre and 

Rodriguez, 2017) 

More productivity 

Performs tasks faster 

Not present Ease of 

decomposition into 

unambiguous rules 

Not present Not present 

(Lacity and 

Willcocks, 2017) 

Less errors 

Performs tasks faster 

Not present High availability of 

digital data 

Not present Not present 

(Hallikainen et 

al., 2018) 

Less errors 

Performs tasks faster 

Not present Ease of 

decomposition into 

unambiguous rules 

Not present Not present 

(Lacity et al., 

2016) 

FTE savings 

Performs tasks faster 

Highly scalable 

solution to meet 

peaks in service 

demand 

Fast ROI 

Not present Ease of 

decomposition into 

unambiguous rules  

Voluminous 

transactions 

High process 

standardization 

Not present Not present 

 

The CSs, in terms of the criteria for choosing if a process is suitable for RPA automation, do not present the 

reasons why they have chosen that process, but by the description of the process, there is a relationship between 

what is reported in that CS with the criteria gathered in the Literature Review. For instance, in (Khramov, 2018), 

it is said that “A number of times, tickets could be mistakenly assigned to the inappropriate group”, which 

reflects that this process has tasks prone to human errors, such as the wrong assignment of tickets to groups. 

All the CSs show that the most important criteria is choosing processes that can be decomposed into 

unambiguous rules, as RPA is suited for processes whose tasks have well defined rules. Comparing the criteria 

gathered in the Literature Review with the criteria found in the CSs, less than 50% are present in the Literature 

Review, which is normal as the only way to identify criteria in the CSs was the description of the process. 

In terms of disadvantages and future challenges reported, none of the papers reported any disadvantages or 

challenges, whereas in terms of future opportunities, one paper (Khramov, 2018) used machine learning and 

RPA to automate a process. 

7 Conclusion 

RPA is revolutionizing the workplace, using software robots that replace humans by interacting with systems 

through the user interface, being faster and more efficient than a human. A robot is capable of doing repetitive 

tasks that used to be done by humans, such as filling forms, logging into many systems, monitoring events, 

performing checks, sending emails and extracting data from many file types (Anagnoste, 2017), so that the 

workers can dedicate their time and effort to tasks that add more value (Aguirre and Rodriguez, 2017).   

Despite being recent, this type of automation is being progressively adopted in companies, but as it becomes 

widespread, there are some challenges that companies must have into account in order to successfully automate 

a process. One of the challenges is the identification of processes suitable for RPA automation (Leopold et al., 

2018), as selecting a wrong process increases the failure speed and inefficiency (Gadre et al., 2017). 

In this research, a synthetization of the main topics related to RPA was created, such as the benefits, 

disadvantages, suitable processes criteria, future challenges and opportunities. Then, a conceptual model on the 
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relationships between RPA main topics was performed, providing a schema for conducting CSs. In the 

conceptual model, three steps were identified (Strategic Goals, Process Assessment and Tactical Evaluation) 

and the factors that influence them (Benefits, Disadvantages, Selection Criteria, Future Challenges and Future 

Opportunities). These factors must be considered, so that the implementation of a process automation with RPA 

can be successful.  Finally, five CSs identified in the literature were selected and a presence of the RPA main 

topics was verified, in order to evaluate the model. The results reported show that most of the benefits in the 

Literature Review are also reported in the CSs, such as reduction of errors, increase of productivity and the 

robot performing tasks faster. There is a relationship between what is reported in CSs in terms of processes 

suitable criteria with the criteria gathered in the Literature Review, by the description of the processes, despite 

the CSs not presenting the reasons why they have chosen that process. The other topics were not identified in 

CSs, except for the topic “Future Opportunities”, where a CS used machine learning combined with RPA to 

automate a process.   

Future research should focus on applying the proposed model on conducting a CS, by using the steps 

identified and considering RPA main topics and then refine the model based on the experience of conducting a 

CS, if needed. Another opportunity for future studies can be combining RPA with the technologies referred in 

the section “RPA Future Opportunities”, as they are not much explored areas and help to overcome some of the 

RPA disadvantages, handling with a higher range of BPs. Plus, it can be interesting to find and explore more 

opportunities as more appear in the future. Future research should also explore the relationship between RPA 

suitable processes criteria and RPA success and discover whether a process should fulfil all, half or just one 

criteria in order to be successful, establishing the degree of the alignment between the process and the criteria 

gathered in the literature. The next step and further research is to explore the relation between RPA research 

and data science research since it seems to be a partnership for the future. 
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